HSI offers a variety of options for patient over bed, exam and ceiling mounted light fixtures.
Amadea® Over Bed Light LED
3ft Unit #173614
4ft Unit #174814
Provides Indirect, Exam and Reading light options. Unit has an optional low voltage controller available for remote bed control.

Aurora™ Over Bed Light
3ft Unit Fluorescent #171319
4ft Unit Fluorescent #171419
3ft Unit LED #172319-LED
4ft Unit LED #172419-LED
Provides General, Exam and Reading light options, as well as an optional night light. Can be controlled by the nurse call pendant, bedside control, pull cord or remotely.

Horizon-8 Over Bed Light
3ft Unit #170357
4ft Unit #170427
Provides Direct and Indirect lighting options. Front fascia color can be chosen to coordinate with the room décor.

Available in a variety of laminate finishes call HSI for details.
Halux 20 LED Exam Light

7 powerful LED bulbs with 5 dimming levels and 3 color shades provide a 7” illumination area. Rail mounted for convenience and provides a 47” reach articulating arm.

Visiano 20-2 LED Exam Light

Antimicrobial finish with 4 dimming levels and 3 color shades. The head of the light fixture rotates 360 degrees and provides an 8.3” illumination area.
Sconce Lighting

The MedMaster Auracyl™ Sconce Light is a wall mounted luminaire that is available with LED, incandescent, linear fluorescent and compact fluorescent lights. The smooth exterior facilitates cleaning and double wall construction resists breakage.

Available in 1’, 2’, 3’ and 4’ heights

Antares Multi Function Ceiling Light

The HSI Antares kMulti Function Ceiling Light